Black Dog Clays
Lewis Class Rules
1.

2.

3.
4.

There will be one Lewis Class winner for every six entries. Therefore, the
highest score of all of the Lewis Class entries wins, then we count down six
scores from the top to determine the winner of the next Lewis Class.
Ties will be broken by pre determined tie-breaker stations. The scores will be
arranged top to bottom according to the tie-breaker stations. The score that is
in the position of being the sixth down from the winner of the higher class is
the winner of the class in which there was a tie.
Tie breaker stations will be 1,3,5,7,9,11,13,2,4,6,8,10,12 unless otherwise
posted
If there are fewer than six entrants in the lowest Lewis Class, then the winner
of the lowest class wins $10 (Or amount specified for each entrant in a
specific shoot) for each entrant. (Four entrants = $40.00 in winnings)

Example of Black Dog Clays Lewis Class
Score Order of the tie-break
94
93
92
91
91
91
91
91

Winner of the Lewis Class
Winner 1st class

1
2
3
4
5

Winner 2nd class

Class Main Event Money/Class Option Rules
1. Money amounts depend on the numbers of entrants in the class in the main event
or who have entered the class option
2. If there is an HOA prize the HOA shooter is pulled out of class and does not
count toward Main Event Class Money
3. Money Split
a. 1 to 4 entrants in a class – the winner of the class wins all the money
b. 5 to 9 entrants in a class – the money is split 60% to first and 40% to
second. If two or more shooters are tied for first, then all the money is
split evenly among the tied shooters. If two or more shooters are tied for
second, the tied shooters split the second place money evenly.
c. 10 or more entrants in a class – the money is split 50% to first, 30% to
second and 20% to third. If two shooters are tied for first, they split the
first and second place moneys (80%) evenly (40% each). If three or more
shooters are tied for first, they split all the money (100%) evenly. If two

or more shooters are tied for second, they split the second and third place
moneys (50%) evenly. If two or more shooters are tied for third, they split
20% of the money evenly.

Trophies
If there are ties in European rotation shoots, the trophies will be awarded by tie-breaker
stations. If there are ties in non-European rotation shoots, the trophies will be awarded a
shoot-off.
With the exception of there being not enough shooters in an NSCA Class or a Concurrent
class, the following rule shall apply. If a shooter wins the HOA or the HOA Runner Up
trophy, then he/she is no longer eligible for a Class trophy or a Concurrent trophy. If a
shooter wins a Class trophy, then he/she is no longer eligible for a Concurrent trophy. No
shooter can win more than one Concurrent trophy.

